Ingredients
Gin
Botanicals
Juniper.
Angelica root.
Coriander.
Liquorice.
Orange Bitter.
Orris.

Description














Inspired by an original 1880 recipe, Gordon's Pink is crafted to balance the refreshing taste of
Gordon's with the sweetness of raspberries and strawberries with the tang of redcurrant. Made
using only the highest quality ingredients and only natural flavourings to provide an authentic real
berry flavour. To enjoy a perfectly mixed Gordon's Pink and Tonic, fill a large copa glass with ice,
add 50ml Gordon's Pink, top with 150ml tonic and garnish with plenty of juicy strawberries.
Gordon's Premium Pink Distilled Gin provides a sweeter alternative to a classic G&T. A light and
refreshing drink that is perfect for catching up with friends or enjoying at home in the evening.
A light and refreshing drink that is perfect for BBQs, summer get-togethers and parties, or simple
catching up with friends
Gordon's Premium Pink Distilled Gin provides a light and refreshing tasting drink that makes the
perfect gift for gin lovers or simply to enjoy with friends.
Gordon's Premium Pink Distilled Gin balances the crisp, juniper taste of Gordon's with the
sweetness of raspberries and strawberries and a tang of redcurrant.
Inspired by an original 1880 recipe from Alexander Gordons, Gordon's Premium Pink Distilled
Gin is carefully crafted using the highest quality ingredients.
To enjoy a perfectly mixed Gordon's Pink and Tonic, fill a large copa glass with ice, add 50ml
Gordon's Pink, top with 150ml tonic and garnish with plenty of juicy strawberries.
Inspired by an original Gordon's recipe from the 1880s, Gordon's Pink has a delicate fruity
sweetness, irresistible smell and subtle touch of juniper.
Gordon's Pink is crafted to balance the classic juniper-led taste of Gordon's with the sweetness
of raspberries and strawberries with the tang of redcurrant.
Almost 250 years ago, Alexander Gordon started his distillery in London and set about creating
the recipe for a brilliant-tasting gin. Gordon's high quality and distinctive juniper flavour has come
to define the taste of the classic G&T. Gordon's today is a gin that's enjoyed, not dissected. It's
the perfect gin to start a Friday evening or a Tuesday night catch-up with friends, where we
share a moment and have a laugh with people we love.
Pack size: 70CL

Information
Tasting Notes


Gordon's Pink is crafted to balance the classic juniper-led taste of Gordon's with the sweetness
of raspberries and strawberries with the tang of redcurrant

ABV
38% vol

Alcohol Type
Mixed Drinks

Storage Type
Ambient

Preparation and Usage


To enjoy a perfectly mixed Gordon's Pink and tonic, fill a large copa glass with ice, add 50ml
Gordon's Pink, top with 150ml tonic and garnish with plenty of juicy strawberries.

Name and address






Diageo,
Lakeside Drive,
Park Royal,
London,
NW10 7HQ.

Lower age limit
18 Years

Net Contents
70cl

